GameInformation

VARSITY FOOTBALL

OVERVIEW MAP

Memorial Stadium | 1750 Foss Street| Baton Rouge, LA 70802

Essential parking is located on the
South side of the stadium closest to the
interstate.
This area is ONLY for team, band,
and spirit groups (fan busses have a
reserved section outside of this
space).
Yellow bars on the map indicate where
roads will be gated off by traffic security.
Only appropriate personnel are allowed
beyond this point.
Red Areas indicate EMS Parking; this
area must always remain open.
White areas indicate Officials Parking.
Blue Areas are for Visitor Football,
Band, and equipment parking.
Green Areas are for Administration and
Team Physician parking for both schools.
Limited parking available.

Tailgating will not be permitted.
No tents, trailers, outdoor cooking, generators, or pre-game gatherings in the parking areas.

Orange Areas are for CHS Football,
Band, and equipment.
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GAMEDAY OPERATIONS MAP

Essential parking is located on the South side of the stadium closest to the
interstate.
This area is ONLY for team, band, and spirit groups (fan busses have a
reserved section outside of this space).
Yellow bars on the map indicate where roads will be gated off by traffic security.
Only appropriate personnel are allowed beyond this point.
Red Areas indicate EMS Parking; this area must always remain open.
White areas indicate Officials Parking.
Blue Areas are for Visitor Football, Band, and equipment parking.
Green Areas are for Administration and Team Physician parking for both schools.
Limited parking available.
Orange Areas are for CHS Football, Band, and equipment.
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STADIUM SEATING MAP
Catholic High School sits on the Press Box side of the field.

Section 1-3

CHS Fans

Section 4-5

CHS Students

Sections 6-7

CHS Band

Sections 8-9

CLOSED

Sections 10-14

Visitor Fans

Section 15

Visitor Students

Section 16

Visitor Band

There are two entrances on either side of
the stadium. The northwest entrance is
reserved for CHS Students. The Southeast
entrance is for visitor students.
CHS will warmup on the South side of the stadium.
Visiting Teams will use the north side.
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MEMORIAL STADIUM FAN PARKING & TRAFFIC MAP
Memorial Stadium | 1750 Foss Street| Baton Rouge, LA 70802

Shaded Blue Areas are for Visitor
Parking.
Visitors arriving from Foss Street
should turn left onto 19th Street in
order to access Guest Parking.
There is no entrance to the Visitor
lot from Foss Street.
Shaded Orange Areas are for CHS
Football, Band, and equipment.
CHS Fans should turn on N 17th
Street from Foss Street in order to
access CHS Parking.

*NOTE* A portion of N 17th Street
will be gated off. This area is ONLY
for essential parking (Admin,
Medical, EMS, Officials and buses
for both teams.)
Yellow bars on the map indicate
where roads will be gated off by
traffic security. Only appropriate
personnel are allowed beyond this
point.
Indicates CHS Fan Traffic

Indicates Visitor Fan Traffic

Tailgating will not be permitted.
No tents, trailers, outdoor cooking, generators, or pre-game gatherings in the parking areas.

